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The Raine Group LLC (“Raine”) is a global merchant bank focused exclusively on technology, media, and telecommunications, providing a wide range of advisory services and managing investment strategies across growth equity, venture capital
and public markets. Raine has in the past and may in the future have advisory relationships with certain companies mentioned in this paper. As of the time of publishing, Soundcloud is a current Raine portfolio company. Raine has provided
this paper for informational purposes only. This paper is not intended to be, and must not be, taken as the basis for an investment decision. The paper is necessarily based upon economic, financial, market and other conditions, and
information available or provided to Raine, in each case, existing as of the date of this publication (unless otherwise specified) and, accordingly, the paper should be regarded as indicative, preliminary and for illustrative purposes only. None of
Raine, its client(s) or any other person has independently verified the accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained in the paper, assumes any responsibility for independent verification of such information or makes any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of such information or any opinions set forth in these materials, and no liability whatsoever is accepted by any such person in relation to any such
information or opinion. Although subsequent events may affect the accuracy and completeness of the materials, none of Raine, its client(s) or any other person assumes any responsibility for updating or otherwise revising the publication, and
the delivery of the publication will under no circumstances create any implication that the information contained herein has been updated or corrected. Any forward-looking information contained herein, including all statements of opinion
and/or belief, is based on a variety of estimates and assumptions by Raine, including, among others, market analysis, estimates and similar information. Any such estimates and assumptions are inherently uncertain and are subject to
numerous business, industry, market, regulatory, competitive and financial risks that are outside of Raine’s control. There can be no assurance that any assumptions made will prove accurate and such information may change materially.
Further, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made by any of Raine, its client(s) or any other person as to (i) the achievement or reasonableness of any projections, forecasts, estimates or other statements about the future or
prospects of any company contained in these materials (and no liability whatsoever is accepted by any such person in relation to any such projection forecast, estimate or statement) or (ii) any of the potential transactions described herein,
including that any of such transactions can or will be completed or, if completed, that they will be successful. Neither these materials nor their delivery to the recipient shall constitute or be construed to be an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers
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Raine is an integrated merchant bank advising and investing in high-growth sectors of technology, media and 

telecom: over the past 3 years, it has been one of the most active firms in the music sector.
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The maturation of the streaming market has created a new sector – the independent artist sector –
consisting of mainly additive revenue to the overall music industry. The newfound accessibility of 
artists distributing to Digital Service Providers (DSPs) and the growth of video / social platforms have 
together led to an exponentially expanding music marketplace. Newly empowered by a streamlined 
digital ecosystem, the millions of musicians, producers, DJs, and other audio artists worldwide1 who 
are not signed to major or independent record labels are no longer reliant on CDs and legacy physical 
production supply chains to reach their legions of fans worldwide.

The independent artist’s newfound claim to cultural relevance was evident as early as the middle of 
the 2010s, particularly as the so-called “bedroom SoundCloud artist” skyrocketing to fame became an 
increasingly common phenomenon. What was less clear, however, was whether this growing artist 
contingent would manage to cut through and create revenue for themselves, as well as revenue that 
would be additive to the overall record industry revenue pie. The existing industry paradigm was 
rigid: an artist was either relegated to playing gigs at small local venues and passing out albums or 
became one of the lucky few to walk the paved, institutional road to commercial success. Particularly 
when widespread distribution could only happen through factory-manufactured CDs, the career paths 
of an independent artist were binary.

However, dramatically shifting and evolving business models in the wake of audio streaming 
adoption have broadened this definition of success – and self-sustainability – by widening the 
continuum. After an initial rush of primarily free streaming and hosting services (SoundCloud, 
MixCloud, etc.) – indebted to the legacy of YouTube, Napster, and piracy-oriented free hosting sites 
like MegaUpload and MediaFire – a new landscape of independent artist distributors has emerged, 
offering artists the ability to channel their music on to hundreds of DSPs worldwide. No longer 
regionally restricted, artists are now able to create with the confidence that they can reach their 
fanbase wherever in the world that may be.



The core distribution product, too, has evolved to differentiate in the face of rapidly proliferating 
competition, shifting to offer broader monetization capabilities such as YouTube rights management 
(Create Music Group, AdRev), publishing collection (Symphonic, Songtrust), and higher-touch 
capabilities (Believe Digital, Kobalt’s AWAL, SoundCloud’s Repost Network). In a similar vein, 
companies such as Bandcamp and Patreon offer compelling alternate paths to monetization, bringing 
creators and fans closer than ever before. As a direct result, the independent artist who generates a 
listener base of millions and can viably embark on multi-city tours and be scouted by record labels 
online is a newly-created reality that was impossible to imagine two decades ago.

The impact of these fundamental industry changes has been immediate and the implications obvious. 
MIDiA estimated “artist direct” master revenue to be $472mm in 2017, $643mm in 20182, and 
$873mm in 20193, growing more than three times as fast as the broader global music market over 
that period at ~30% year-over-year, while Rolling Stone has separately projected the segment to 
achieve $1bn+ in revenue in 20194. We believe previous estimates have underrepresented the size of 
the market. Companies with strong demonstrated track records in the space have become attractive 
M&A targets – such as AVL Digital’s CD Baby and FUGA, both acquired by Downtown Music 
Holdings, as well as Repost Network, acquired by SoundCloud – while others have been founded with 
a direct eye towards servicing this market.

The potential afforded by a democratized market is now beginning to be achieved and recognized. The 
independent artist community represents an increasingly critical stakeholder in the music industry 
today that continues to grow. Defining this segment with the aim of understanding its trajectory is 
our key objective. Our work suggests that the independent artist recorded music sector 
will achieve $2 billion in revenue in the calendar year 2020, representing 
approximately 9% of the entire global recorded music industry5.



Given the sector’s nascency, one of our primary objectives is to set forth a definitive view on the 
definition of an “independent artist”, as well as on what ought to truly be considered the revenue 
contribution of the “independent artist recorded music sector.” The guiding spirit is to capture the full 
revenue potential of independent artists.

As such, we have used the below definition in our analysis and believe that this should be the 
industry’s recognized standard:



Our analysis across the space spans four years of data from a variety of sources, including aggregated 
company and industry figures, to estimate the total independent artist recorded music revenue 
generated from 2017 to 2020.

Historical data is largely based on actual results. Going forward, the independent artist sector is 
projected by Raine to grow at a premium to the broader recorded music industry in-line with 
historical trends (approximately ~4x). Our view is that this growth projection is conservative, given 
the massive growth potential in the sector and anticipated expansion into developing markets (e.g., 
China, India).

Our analysis broadly characterizes the companies in the independent artist sector into the following 
tiers:

Overall, we believe current literature on the independent artist recorded music sector significantly 
understates the size and growth potential of the segment after taking the above into account –
specifically, we take the viewpoint (unlike MIDiA or Rolling Stone) that “mid-tail” distributors 
operating on revenue share models ought to be included in this segment as they stand apart from the 
traditionally defined independent record label. Our analysis estimates that the independent artist 
segment’s size was underestimated by more than 40% in both 2018 and 2019; revenue generated by the 
segment exceeded $1.6 billion in 2019. In 2020, we expect the market’s size to achieve $2 billion.



As we push into a new decade, having cleared 1 trillion on-demand annual audio and video streams in 
the US for the first time in 2019, the trajectory remains strong. The now-standard streaming mode of 
consumption continues to accelerate, a rising tide that lifts all boats, and evolving business models 
continue to transform the music business and shape a world where independent artists are equipped 
to make a significantly better living from their music.
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